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federation, and since then Switzerland has commanded  a
respectable position in all European politics.
Though in the present League of Nations all the
member-nations theoretically enjoy equality of status, the
fact cannot be concealed that the British Empire, because
of its largeness of size and extent, always commands greater
respect in its counsels. Supposing any disruptive tendency
begins in the Empire resulting in its dismemberment, its
views would not perhaps be respected in the same degree as
is now the case.
This principle has been  working ever since political
history began,*   It was for this reason that Bismarck had
formed the German Empire, Buest and Francis Deak had
confederated Austria and Hungary, that the Australians
had united together, that the South Africanders had over-
come the strong disruptive forces,  and the efforts of them
all had resulted in the making of bigger and more powerful
nations.   It was, in fact, the  glory of enjoying the pri-
vileges of being the citizens of big states that the peoples
of these countries knowingly and purposely formed unions
even by overcoming the enormous difficulties which  lay
in their path.   Similar sentiments guided  the proceedings
of the Assembly of Nova Scotia which in 1854, unanimously
resolved   that " the uuion or confederation of the British
provinces, while calculated to  perpetuate their connection
with the parent state, will promote their advancement and
prosperity, increase their strength and influence, and elevate
* " A strong sense of the value and blessings of union induced the
people, at a very early period, to institute a federal government to preserve
and perpetuate it. They formed it almost as soon as they had a political
existence ; nay, at a time when their habitations were in flames when many
of their citizens were bleeding, and when the progress of hobtility and de-
solation left little room for those calm and mature inquiries and reflections
which must ever precede the formation of a wise aad wsll-balauced govern*
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